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ALBUM TITLE: Apocalypse 2.0

FORMAT: CD
LABEL: Massacre Records
CAT. NUMBER: MAS CD0982
RUNNING TIME: 52:43 Minutes
MUSIC STYLE: Experimental Metal
HOME COUNTRY: Belgium
BARCODE: 4028466109828
RELEASE DATE: 21.07.2017
LINE-UP:								
Wan - All Vocals
Asthar - Guitars, Bass, Synths, Theremin
J-Mo - Drums

TRACK LIST:
1. Deafening Silence
2. Revolution
3. Total War
4. Apocalypse 2.0
5. Sanctuary
6. Guilt
7. Secrets Untold
8. Journey To The Unknown
9. Spirit In The Machine
10. My Mind Can‘t Feel
11. Eternity
12. Starman (David Bowie Cover)

FACTS:
- The debut album of the experimental metal band BLIND SEER from Belgium!
- Available for an attractive „Newcomer Price“.
- Recorded by Ashtar at Miss Dirty, drums recorded by Damien Maillard.
- Mixed and mastered by Brett Caldas Lima (Devin Townsend, Ayreon, Cynic) at Tower Studio.
- Cover artwork & booklet artwork/design by BLIND SEER vocalist Wan, mascot on the CD by Kyooki.
- Additional bass and guitars by David Alfano (Newt, ex-Corpor(H)ate), additional bass by Philippe Mathy & additional
drums by Johan Nuñez (Firewind).
- Official video clip for „Secrets Untold“ scheduled to be released in June/July 2017.
- Full-page ad campaign in June/July/August with Masquerade, Wizard, Galderia, Narnia and others, e.g., in Metal
Hammer (D), Orkus (D), Nuclear Blast Magazin (D), Legacy (D), Rock It! (D), Hardline (D), Aardschok (NL),
Rock Tribune (B), Hard Rock (F), Metallian (F), Terrorizer (GB), Powerplay (GB).
- News campaigns on various social media platforms and in various web forums.
- Online promo incl. animated web banners, interviews and reviews, for example on: bleeding4metal.de, concreteweb.de,
emp.de, heavylaw.com, lordsofmetal.nl, metal.de, metalnews.de, metal-only.de, metalunderground.at, myrevelations.de,
powermetal.de, powerofmetal.dk, rockoverdose.gr, soulfood-music.de, stormbringer.at, time-for-metal.eu, zephyrsodem.de,
www.rockandmetalinmyblood.com and many more!
- Flyers and electronic newsletter distributed to more than 100.000 contacts via street-/e-team.
BIOGRAPHY:
Formed in Liege, Belgium, by guitarist Asthar and vocalist Wan in September 2013, BLIND SEER is maybe the most original
project to have seen the light in the recent years. BLIND SEER‘s music explores different sides, ranging from classical heavy
metal to jazz, industrial rock and alternative music. The guys like to open doors to a new universe and step where no one else has
ever dared to step before. While they remain melodic, they also like to break with tradition. Forget the usual verse/chorus canvas,
think freedom and uniqueness.
In 2015, BLIND SEER published its first release, mixed and mastered by Brett Caldas Lima; the „Astounding Revelations“ EP.
The EP included 5 original songs and a cover version of David Bowie‘s „Starman“.
BLIND SEER started touring clubs in Belgium soon after, presenting a show involving smoke, fire and lightnings. Just like their
music is one of a kind, their stage presence is also something to behold! Think about a post-apocalyptic universe, add a lot of
metal, even more originality, and you should get a good idea of what it‘s really about.
With „Apocalypse 2.0“ - to be released on July 21, 2017 on Massacre Records - BLIND SEER goes one step further and prepares
to invade the universe!
Don‘t trust anything or anyone - except the BLIND SEER!

